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Ahhh, spring is in the air and an old man’s thoughts turn to gunfire!
As you are probably aware Bexar County has lifted mask restrictions,
so I am happy to officially lift our mask mandate! I still suggest they
be worn especially if you have not received the vaccine or have underlying medical conditions. We are grownups so the decision is ours.
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Monthly Match
Schedule for
April 3, 2021
•

Range gate
opens at 9:00 AM

•

Match Registration from 9:00 to
9:30 AM.

•

Mandatory Shooters Safety Meeting at 9:30 AM.

•

Match Starts at
9:45 AM

•

Pre-register with
PRACTISCORE
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Ammunition and reloading components are still in short supply, so we are continuing with
using .22s as needed. We would rather you shoot .22s than not shoot at all.
With spring we are looking at having a workday after Comancheria Days which is April
8-10. We need to do some cleanup, repair the Fort Dismal wall and rework or remove the
wagon among other things. We will come up with a date soon.
Speaking of Comancheria Days which is put on by the Texican Rangers, I highly recommend you visit if you have an opportunity. The side matches start the 8th, and the main
matches are the 9th and 10th. There will be vendors during the event so you can up your
wardrobe or your armaments. The side matches are very entertaining with things like
Fastest Derringer, Fastest Pocket Pistol, Long Range Rifle, and Blazing Saddles (my
favorite). There are a wide variety of shooters ranging from the very proficient to schlubs
like me.
As you may know I had heart surgery February 15th. I missed the whole snowstorm by
being in the hospital, on the upside I had water and heat. Anyway, I am recovering well
and will see you at the April match. I wanted to thank those that sent cards or called it
was appreciated. Take care and be safe!
Latigo Lee

El Presidente

A quiet month. Match Fees receipts are down the last three months due to reduced
numbers shooting and some of those utilizing the Christmas free shoot cards. Neverthe-less, the Club’s balance remains healthy with monies available for range upgrades and to cover all expected expenses. As always, the books are open to any dues
paid member who wishes to examine them (boring as they may be).
Beginning Balance
3/6/2021
Debit
3/7/2021
Deposit
3/13/2021 Debit
Ending Balance

A Place to Shoot (Range Fees) $(183.96)
Match Fees
$ 250.00
Susan Kirby (Domain Name) $(149.63)

Regards,

Monterey Plainsman

Mi-

$5,577.12
$5,393.16
$5,643.16
$5,493.53
$5,493.53

I really appreciate the way everyone has accommodated the COVID
restrictions throughout this last year of shooting and my attempts to
keep the shoot moving. We were able to stay safe, have fun and
(except for a few months), still enjoy pinging way on steel. We just
need to be careful not to let our guard down. Intent is to expand the
posses since the governor lifted the number mandate on outdoor sports. Of course,
conditions can change and we will be prepared to adjust.
Thanks to all who made our guests feel welcome at the last match. We had several
potential shooters follow us around and I bet they will be back. Our newest shooter
had a great time shooting his percussion pistols and believe we got him
hooked. Thanks to Beans for the coaching (both the shooter and I). Made me start
looking into buying some cap and ball pistols...if they (and the loading gear) ever
come back on the market!
Quick reminder that if anyone that would like to stay after the match to shoot a little
extra (like prepping for Comancheria Days), I plan to stay for an hour or so to limber
up the derringer and pocket pistol. We can shoot big bore rifles on Stage 1 but it will
be at short distance. If you want to shoot long range or rifles on the main range, you
will have to pay a separate fee at the office – it is not included in the match fee.
Even with the posse size lifting, please remember to pre-register so we can build the
posses out the night before. If you don’t want to use Practiscore, all you need to do is
send an email to STXPMatch@gmail.com. Would appreciate a heads up if you plan
to shoot .22 or reduced rounds so we can even out the posses. See you at range set up
on 2 April!

To pre-register for the April 3, 2021 match , you can go to PRACTISCORE
(https://practiscore.com) and sign up for the match using the instructions attached,
or you can email STXPMatch@gmail.com with the following information:
Name, Alias, SASS number, and if you are a STXP member or not. If you experience difficulties with registration, please contact Caprock Kid at
AGBLEE@YAHOO.COM

Match

Starting

Access to the Cowboy Action
Shooting Range will be available
only after A Place To Shoot opens
at 9:00 AM.
Please do not attempt to enter
the range parking lot via the dirt
bypass road.
Please enter the CAS range
through the side gates by the
pistol range or around the right
side of the building,

Time

And

Range

Matches start at 9:45 AM.
Registration will close by 9:30,
With the shooter’ Safety Meeting
to follow.
Please, present no bills larger
than $20 at registration.
Guest shooters must read and
sign a liability waiver before the
match.

Rules

The gate to the CAS range should be
closed during a Match. Be aware
that visitors may come on to the
CAS range who are not familiar
with CAS safety protocols.
Members having concerns or complaints about range issues shall
communicate those issues to the
Pistolaros club officers.

South Texas Pistolaros Guest Shooter Policy
Visiting shooters unknown to club members but possessing a valid SASS Membership who wish to register as a competitor
will be a assigned a Pistolaros Officer or member as a “shooting buddy” for at least one stage. New-to-CAS individuals or
guest without a valid SASS membership but with a documented knowledge of safe firearms hand skills (LTC, NRA certification, etc.) who desire to participate in a club match will be referred to the Range Master, or other designated Officer, for
on-site orientation. If time permits, the orientation will be held before the match. If the Range Master and Match Director
concur, the individuals will be assigned a mentor and permitted to register as a competitor.
Any person who have not completed any type of formal firearms training but wish to participate in CAS will be referred to a
formal CAS orientation session to be provided by the club. The orientation session will use a classroom setting to address
basic firearms safety, handling CAS firearms safely, SASS match protocols, and range and club safety rules. Upon successful completion of the classroom session, attendees will have the opportunity to shoot in a controlled setting on the CAS
range. Cost per students has yet to be determined, but a range fee of $11.00 per person plus the cost of suitable ammunition
is to be expected.

Guest Shooter Liability Waiver Policy
Any contestant at a match who is not currently a member of the South Texas Pistolaros must first read and sign a liability
waiver before competing.

Gun Show Schedule
Local Shows
April 3 - 4, 2021
SAXET Trade Shows
San Antonio Events Center
8111 Meadow Leaf
San Antonio, Texas 78227
(361) 289-2256

April 23 – 25, 2021
Texas Gun Collectors Association
Embassy Suites
1001 E McCarty Ln
San Marcos, TX 7866
(713) 299-3378
April 24 – 25, 2021
Kerrville Gun & Knife Show
Hill Country Youth Event Center
The Ag Barn
3785 Highway 27
Kerrville, TX 78028
(830) 285-0575

Dates and locations of gun shows are subject to change, some may be cancelled due to
the Coronavirus (COVID-19), so please contact the show before travel

Did Neanderthals Dream?
The Current Occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania Ave, Washington DC famously called the
recent decision by Governor Abbott to reopen Texas “Neanderthal Thinking.” I have
not learned of any retraction, or apology, from Mr. Biden now that Texas COVID
numbers continue to fall, and the economy continues to improve. “Sad.”
Having been “fully vaccinated,” some of the Boomer Generation have ventured across
state lines to reconnect with family not seen in over a year. Note to Hotel
Architects: Offering 1 and 1/2 bathrooms in upscale hotel rooms could well be a
“selling point” to older guests.

The Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes 2021
Jesus feeding 5,000 people on the shore of the Sea of Galilee with just two loaves
of bread and five small fishes, would not be accepted without question in 2021.

-

“I can’t eat fish, I’m Vegan.”
“Is that bread gluten-free?”
“Has that fish been tested for mercury?”
“If you are turning water into wine again, can we have a White Wine this
time?”
“Can I get mine To Go?”

“Cancel Thomas Jefferson”
In the 83 years given him, Thomas Jefferson served his country very well indeed. A
student of language, history, and government, Thomas Jefferson left many pearls of
wisdom for us all.
“The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are willing to
work and give to those who would not.”
“I predict future happiness for Americans if they can prevent the government from
wasting the labors of the people under the pretense of taking care of them.”
“To compel a man to subsidize with his taxes, the propagation of ideas which he disbelieves and abhors, is sinful and tyrannical.”

President John F. Kennedy once hosted a dinner at the White House for a group of
the brightest minds in the nation at that time. He made the following statement:
“This is perhaps an assembly of the greatest intelligence ever to gather in the White
House, with the exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined alone.”

Beans Ahgin

HOW NOT TO RUIN A CLEAN MATCH
Last month I had a clean match going into the fifth stage (number 2). I zipped through rifle and bonus shot,
first pistol all hits. Second pistol put four rounds down range and then “CLICK”. Figured I must have
short stroked the action so cycled the cylinder around again (twice) with no success. Declared malfunction,
grounded the pistol and finished with the shotgun. At unloading table the unfired cartridge primer had light
strike indentation. Later I went to an unused bay and ran the cartridge through my rifle and it fired. This
was the same Federal Large Pistol Primer I have I have used for thousands of reloads with no issues. So I
don’t believe it was my pistol but just a random defective hard primer. About that time was when I realized
because the cartridge did not fire, I had had the option to reload the empty pistol cylinder on the firing line
before going to the shotgun and complete the stage and match clean with only the extra time to reload
against me. Also, since it was not a squib, I could have just holstered the pistol after the reload shot with
hammer down on fired cartridge. Lesson learned and now passed on to you.
Reference from "RELOAD CHOICES" doc in the Rule Clarification Archives: It is also acceptable for a
shooter to replace defective (bad primer?) rounds in a cartridge revolver in order to successfully complete
a stage. Even if a revolver has a “squib” (effectively putting that firearm out of commission), the shooter
MAY reload the functioning revolver to finish the shooting string after making the malfunctioning firearm
safe. NOTE: This would normally only be done by a shooter wishing to achieve a “clean stage” as,
depending on the number of unfired rounds remaining, it would likely take as much time to unload &
reload as it would to simply take the misses. However, a practiced competitor might gain time in doing so.
If a shooter does choose to reload, it would be beneficial to inform the timer operator as to the shooter’s
actions.
Interesting note, if you have a squib pistol round you have the option of declaring a malfunction, grounding
the malfunctioning pistol, then safely reload the other functioning pistol on the clock to complete the stage.

GEORGE MANUSE
George Manuse went under a number of aliases. They included “George
Parrott,” “Flat Nose George” and “George Curry.” There are those who confuse him with Harvey Logan, because Harvey used a couple of similar aliases.
But, our George operated in the Powder River region of Wyoming in the late
1870’s. He was the leader of a gang that attempted to rob a Union Pacific
train by removing a length of railroad track. Unfortunately, the train was
running behind schedule. And a railroad inspection crew saw the missing
rails before the train arrived. The crew notified the sheriff. A posse arrived,
and engaged the would-be train robbers. In the fracas, two of the posse were killed.
Realizing things would be hot for him; George laid low for a while. But like with many a man who
ran afoul of the law, George couldn’t keep his mouth shut, and in July of 1880 he was deep in the
bottle in a saloon in Miles City, Montana, bragging about his escapades in Wyoming. It was only a
matter of days, and George found himself in jail in Rawlings, Wyoming. By the end of 1880, he had
been tried, convicted and sentenced to be hanged the following year.
Like kids and Christmas, the citizens of Rawlings just couldn’t wait, and on the night of March 22,
1881, George Manuse was escorted to a telegraph pole and hanged.
But they weren’t done with our George. A couple of “surgeons” peeled the hide off of him, and made
a pair of moccasins and a tobacco pouch out of it. Incidentally, you can still view his “remembrance”
in a museum in Rawlings.

Courtesy Chronicle of the Old West and Long John Beard

